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Abstract

Airborne LiDAR observations are very effective for pro-

viding accurate 3D point clouds, and archived data are be-

coming available to the public. In many cases, only geomet-

ric information is available in the published 3D point cloud

observed by airborne LiDAR (airborne 3D point cloud),

and geometric information alone is not readable. Thus, it is

important to colorize airborne 3D point clouds to improve

visual readability. A scheme for 3D point cloud colorization

using a conditional generative adversarial network (cGAN)

was proposed, but it is difficult to apply to airborne LiDAR

because the method is for artificial CAD models. Since air-

borne 3D point clouds are spread over a wider area than

simple CAD models, it is important to evaluate them spa-

tially in two-dimensional (2D) images. Currently, the dif-

ferentiable renderer is the most reliable method to bridge

3D and 2D images. In this paper, we propose an airborne

3D point cloud colorization scheme called point2color us-

ing cGAN with points and rendered images. To achieve air-

borne 3D point cloud colorization, we estimate the color

of each point with PointNet++ and render the estimated

colored airborne 3D point cloud into a 2D image with a

differentiable renderer. The network is then trained by min-

imizing the distance between real color and colorized fake

color. The experimental results demonstrate the effective-

ness of point2color using the IEEE GRSS 2018 Data Fusion

Contest dataset with lower error than previous studies. Fur-

thermore, an ablation study demonstrates the effectiveness

of using a cGAN pipeline and 2D images via a differentiable

renderer. Our code will be available at GitHub.

1. Introduction

3D measurement by airborne LiDAR can acquire 3D

point clouds quickly and accurately over a wide area and

is widely used to create digital terrain maps (DTMs) [6]

and digital surface maps (DSMs) [11]. The 3D point cloud
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Figure 1. 3D point cloud colorization. The output is the color

(RGB) corresponding to each point.

obtained by aircraft LiDAR (airborne 3D point cloud) can

be used not only for 3D visualization but also for generat-

ing 3D maps by adding semantic information to each point.

The process of assigning semantic information requires vi-

sual readability, and color information of the airborne 3D

point cloud is necessary to improve the visual readability.

Additionally, automatic analysis of 3D point clouds using

deep learning methods such as PointNet [46] and Point-

Net++ [47] has been studied in recent years, and the color

information of points has been reported to be effective in

deep learning methods by benchmarks [15, 9]. However,

airborne 3D point clouds that can be used for open data of-

ten do not have color information [1, 52, 56]. Therefore,

to make effective use of the airborne 3D point cloud avail-

able in open data, we need to develop a point colorization

method (Figure 1).

Image colorization has always been a research focus in

the field of computer vision and computer graphics. At

present, image colorization methods can be roughly divided

into two categories: convolutional neural network (CNN)-

based colorization [7, 25, 19] and conditional generative ad-

versarial network (cGAN)-based colorization [23, 42, 3].

They both solve the same regression task of minimizing



the RGB value of each pixel estimated by the deep learning

model and the true RGB value. CNN-based colorization [7],

which solves only the regression task, has the disadvantage

that it can intrinsically only estimate the gray average color.

Therefore, an image colorization method using cGAN [42]

was proposed. The cGAN allows for more advanced learn-

ing by trying to judge whether the fake data colored by the

model or real data are given as ground truth. cGAN over-

comes the disadvantage of CNN-based colorization. Some

image colorization methods were applied to 3D point cloud

colorization for a simple 3D CAD model [35, 4]. These

3D point cloud colorization methods use a PointNet [46]-

based model with cGAN. Although PointNet is effective

for simple 3D shapes, it is difficult to apply these previous

studies to airborne 3D point clouds because it is difficult to

apply PointNet to data containing various objects, such as

airborne 3D point clouds. Comparing 3D point cloud col-

orization with image colorization, 3D point cloud coloriza-

tion is a difficult task because images have grayscale hints,

while points have only geometric information. Therefore,

we need to devise a new method to color 3D point clouds.

Since the placement of color in the airborne 3D point cloud

viewed from above is important, it is necessary to train the

model by projecting the airborne 3D point cloud in two di-

mensions as well as the points.

In recent years, many methods for projecting 3D data,

such as meshes, voxels, and 3D point clouds, to 2D images

using differentiable rendering have been studied in the field

of computer vision. OpenDR [38] and neural mesh ren-

dering (NMR) [28] compute conventional rasterization in

the forward computation and approximate gradients in the

backward computation. Recently, a soft rasterizer [36] and

a differentiable interpolation-based renderer (DIB-R) [5]

have proposed a differentiable renderer by viewing raster-

ization as a stochastic process in which the color of each

pixel depends on multiple mesh faces. Differentiable ray

tracing methods provide a more photorealistic image at the

expense of increased computational complexity [32, 43].

Differentiable 3D point cloud rendering stores points in a

voxel grid that is explored using ray termination probabili-

ties and limits the resolution [20]. Differentiable rendering

allows a deep learning model to render a colored 3D point

cloud into an image, and errors in the loss function can be

computed without interruption by backpropagation.

We propose an airborne 3D point cloud colorization

schema (point2color) using conditional generative adver-

sarial networks (cGANs) [40]-based pix2pix [23] and dif-

ferentiable renderers. Point2color performs airborne 3D

point cloud colorization using pairs of geometric informa-

tion and its ground truth color. Point2color does not neces-

sarily restore the original color information of the object to

improve visibility but creates a reasonable color that con-

forms to the real world. Point2Color consists of a genera-

tor that performs colorization, a differentiable renderer that

converts the colored points into a 2D image, and discrimina-

tors that judge whether the color from the generator is fake

or a ground truth real color. Our generator respects Point-

Net++ [47], a renderer is based on a soft rasterizer [36],

and the discriminators are a PointNet [47]-based model for

points and a simple CNN model for rendered images. The

major contributions of this research can be summarized as

follows:

• We show the airborne 3D point cloud colorization

schema (point2color) using a conditional generative

adversarial network (cGAN) and differentiable render-

ing.

• The airborne 3D point cloud not only evaluates the

color point-by-point but also trains to minimize the

loss function for each image by projecting it in 2D

with a differentiable renderer, given the characteristics

of spatially distributed objects.

• Point2color obtains a lower MAE than previous stud-

ies on the GRSS 2018 Data Fusion Contest dataset.

2. Related Study

2.1. 3D Deep Learning

As a pioneering work that directly applies deep learning

models to 3D point clouds, PointNet [46] employs MLP

to learn the features of individual points and a symmet-

ric function (e.g., max pooling) to extract global features.

PointNet cannot capture the relationship between the local

and global structure of the points. To solve this problem,

PointNet++ [47] was developed by constructing a hierarchi-

cal neural network that applies convolutional operations via

sampling layers and grouping layers. Following these two

models, many researchers proposed various deep learning

models for 3D point clouds based on PointNet-like archi-

tectures [34, 24, 49].

In the field of airborne 3D point clouds, recent studies

have applied deep learning models. A 1D fully convolu-

tional network was proposed to directly handle 3D coor-

dinates and three corresponding spectral features extracted

from 2D georeferenced images for each point [57]. Further-

more, a PointNet++-based deep neural network for airborne

3D point clouds was proposed [54]. In addition, some pre-

vious works explore dealing with graph structure [55], local

and global information of points using attention [53] or con-

text encoding [33].

2.2. Colorization

Traditional colorization methods often require human

hints such as scribbles and reference images as guidance.

These methods [18, 22, 39, 37, 14] mainly used handcrafted



features, including low-level handcrafted features or edges

and high-level scene or location categories. The limitation

of these works is that they do not have the generalization

ability of images in different scenes.

Recently, deep learning-based methods have been uti-

lized to address this problem. They are based on CNN

to learn mapping from grayscale images to color images.

The initial method used was a deep learning method that

colors the image based on features extracted from differ-

ent patches [7]. Recently, some conditional generative ad-

versarial network (cGAN) [40]-based models have been

proposed for image colorization. The cGAN is based on

GAN [12] proposed to generate fake data in an unsuper-

vised manner. The GAN contains a generator that learns to

produce realistic fake data and a discriminator that judges

whether data are fake data generated by the generator or real

data sampled from the training data. The objective of GAN

is training to minimize the Jensen–Shannon (JS) divergence

between fake and real data. To stabilize convergence during

GAN training, some advanced divergences between fake

data and real data were proposed, such as Wasserstein dis-

tance [2] and Wasserstein distance with a gradient penalty

[13]. The cGAN is a method of inputting conditional data to

GANs. In the case of image colorization, a grayscale image

is input as a condition, and a generator attempts to make a

colored image. Compared to traditional colorization meth-

ods with CNN, the cGAN-based image colorization meth-

ods [42] minimize the various divergences between the col-

orized fake images and the real images in the ground truth,

leading to a substantial improvement in the results. Ad-

ditionally, pix2pix [23] proposed a cGAN-based pipeline

to archive not only image colorization but also a general

image-to-image translation problem. The experimental re-

sults demonstrated that the vividness of colorized images

was enhanced due to GAN.

Moreover, two methods to achieve 3D point cloud col-

orization using deep learning-based methods were pro-

posed [35, 4]. These methods are based on the pix2pix [23]

pipeline using cGAN. The generator attempts to predict the

color of each point using PointNet [46], and the PointNet-

based discriminator attempts to judge fake color from the

generator or real ground truth color. These methods can be

used to colorize simple CAD models. However, these meth-

ods assume that only one simple 3D object, such as a table,

chair, or teapot, is input. Therefore, it is difficult to apply

these methods when various objects, such as roads, build-

ings, and vegetation, are mixed, as in the case of airborne

3D point clouds.

2.3. Differential Rendering

Currently, it is not a realistic option to prepare a large

quantity of 3D ground truth data. Therefore, deep learn-

ing methods for 3D structures that use only 2D images to

train a model are being explored [28, 27, 50, 48]. From

the 3D structure output by the model, it is easy to generate

a 2D image (called rendering) and calculate the difference

between the generated image and the ground truth image. In

this case, we assume that the camera parameters are known

from which position and direction the ground truth image

data are taken, and when rendering, we set a virtual cam-

era similar to that position and direction to generate the im-

age. The neural network of the prediction model is trained

by backpropagation of the difference in the output image,

but the error cannot be backpropagated unless the render-

ing is differentiable. For example, if the 3D structure is

represented by a triangular mesh, the output image should

change smoothly. For example, when a 3D structure repre-

sented by a triangular mesh is rendered using a rasterization

technique, the pixel values change discontinuously depend-

ing on whether the mesh is placed in the center of the pix-

els. The output does not change smoothly in response to

changes in the position of the mesh, so it is not differen-

tiable, as in [28]. Thus, a differentiable renderer needs to be

developed for 2D supervised learning. Recent deep learn-

ing methods show differentiable rendering for 3D data. In

the case of mesh representation [28, 27], the most common

approach is to assume some initial shape and to reconstruct

the 3D structure by deforming it (e.g., by first assuming a

sphere as the mesh structure and then continuously deform-

ing it into the desired object). The disadvantage of this ap-

proach is that it is difficult to reconstruct objects with dif-

ferent topologies (e.g., holes, multiple objects). Another

drawback of mesh representation is that it is not easy to

handle data with complex structures consisting of vertices

and faces in a deep learning framework. Another drawback

of DRC [50], which uses voxel representation, is that the

memory requirement increases with the cube of the reso-

lution as the resolution increases. The previous works of

[21, 30, 41] show the differentiable rendering method for

3D point clouds. These methods project reconstructed 3D

point clouds using a differentiable renderer to obtain 2D

images during supervision. In recent years, some libraries

for differentiable renderers [26, 45, 51] have emerged that

are capable of performing the differentiable rendering de-

scribed above.

3. Proposed Method

To the best of our knowledge, our point2color is the first

work on airborne 3D point cloud colorization. We use a

conditional generative adversarial network (cGAN) to es-

timate the color of each point and the differentiable ren-

dering to assist the colorization ability. The details of the

point2color are described below.



3.1. Problem Statement

Figure 2 illustrates our colorization problem definition.

Our model takes an airborne 3D point cloud P ∈ R
N×3 as

input and estimates its missing color (fake color) Cfake ∈
R

N×3. First, we estimate fake color Cfake corresponding

to an input set of points P using generator (G). Here, each

P has geometric information (x, y, z), and Cfake has color

information (RGB). Next, we feed Cfake into a differen-

tiable renderer to project into a 2D fake image (I fake ∈
R

H×W×3). Finally, we employ two discriminators. The

first is the point discriminator to judge fake color Cfake with

P or real color (Creal ∈ R
N×3) with P . The second is the

image discriminator to judge fake image I fake or real image

(Ireal ∈ R
H×W×3).
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Figure 2. Problem statement of our point2color. Our generator

estimates the fake color (Cfake) of the input airborne 3D point

cloud (P ). Then, Cfake are fed into a differentiable renderer to

project 2D fake image I fake. Finally, two discriminators called a

point discriminator and an image discriminator judge whether the

image is fake or real.

3.2. Proposed Network

An overview of point2color is shown in Figure 3.

Point2color is based on a cGAN that estimates the color cor-

responding to the input airborne 3D point cloud. It consists

of three components: the main generator for colorization, a

differentiable renderer, and two discriminators. All compo-

nents are trained end-to-end. Each component is described

in detail below.

3.2.1 Generator

To solve the problem of airborne 3D point cloud coloriza-

tion, we use the generator to map the points with geometric

coordinates (P ) into fake colors (Cfake). Since it is nec-

essary to obtain an output that corresponds one-to-one to

the input P , we use an autoencoder [17]-based network in

which the input and output have a one-by-one correspon-

dence. As an autoencoder-based architecture to deal with

the 3D coordinates of input P , we use the PointNet++ [47]-

based model. Additionally, in the image processing field,

some previous works [58] solved the image colorization

problem using an autoencoder-based architecture.

First, we show the encoder that extracted features from

the input airborne 3D point cloud (P ). In an encoder, the

input is passed through a series of layers that progressively

downsample until a bottleneck layer. In the downsampling

layer, the representative point is determined by furthest

point sampling (FPS), and the information of the points

around the representative point is collapsed. By stacking

these downsampling layers, the encoder can extract features

hierarchically.

Next, we show the decoder that predicts the color of each

point from extracted features from the encoder. The decoder

performs upsampling three times on the features extracted

by the encoder and adds color information corresponding to

each input P . Due to the limitation of downsampling in the

encoder, much low-level or high-frequency information is

lost. For many image colorization problems, a large amount

of low-level information is shared between input and output,

and it would be desirable to shuttle this information directly

across the network. To bypass low-level information from

the encoder into the decoder, we use a skip connection. It

combines the upsampled features with the features assigned

by skip connections and performs feature extraction using

MLP on the combined features. In the above structure, the

decoder estimates the fake color (Cfake) corresponding to

each point.

The generator network architecture is shown in Figure 3.

The encoder architecture uses the coordinates (x, y, z) of

input P and consists of three downsampling layers. The

numbers of points for each downsample are 8,192, 4,046,

and 2,028 from the shallow to deep layers. The convolu-

tional filter size is 1 × 1, and the numbers of filters are 64,

128, and 256. The decoder architecture consists of three up-

sampling layers to the encoder. After the upsampling layers,

the final layer uses the fully connected layer to estimate the

color information (RGB) of each point. In this case, the

RGB value is normalized in [0, 1] by the sigmoid function.

3.2.2 Differentiable renderer

The 3D point cloud differentiable renderer first projects

onto a 2D image under the given transformation matrix. A

point with color is projected and added into an image. Al-

though the projection process is not differentiable, we ap-

proximate derivatives using the subderivative. Therefore,

we use the differentiable rendering method proposed in the

soft renderer [36] to produce a fake image (I fake) and a real

image (Ireal).

3.2.3 Discriminators

We use two discriminators to enforce the natural coloriza-

tion result. The aim of discriminators is to determine
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Figure 3. Network overview. Given an airborne 3D point cloud P as input, our model starts with color estimation of each point using a

PointNet++ [47]-based generator. The generator has an encoder-decoder architecture that includes downsampling and convolution-based

encoders and decoders estimating colors corresponding to input points. We then project the estimated fake color of the input 3D point

cloud Cfake into fake image I fake via a differentiable renderer. Finally, the point discriminator judges fake color Cfake or real color Creal,

and the image discriminator judges fake images I fake or real images Ireal. The point discriminator is based on PatchGAN [23] with

PointNet++ [47], and the image discriminator is based on PatchGAN [23] with a simple CNN. All networks train end-to-end.

whether the data is real (ground truth) or fake and colored

by the generator. In the original GAN, the effect of the dis-

criminator is defined as matching the real and fake proba-

bility distributions. As a result, the fake data from the gen-

erator can maintain the same color distribution as the real

ground truth. We use two discriminators as shown as be-

low.

Point Discriminator The point discriminator (DP) net-

work architecture is shown in Figure 3. The point dis-

criminator uses the PointNet++ [47]-based PatchGAN ar-

chitecture that judges the fake color by the generator Cfake

and real color Creal by the ground truth. We use Point-

Net++ [47] with three downsampling layers and a fully con-

nected layer to judge fake or real. The point discriminator

evaluates three-dimensional color relationships.

Image Discriminator The image discriminator (DI)

network architecture is shown in Figure 3. The image dis-

criminator uses the simple CNN-based PatchGAN [23] ar-

chitecture. The image discriminator judges the colorized

image (I fake) by the generator and ground truth color im-

age (Ireal). Based on pix2pix [23], we use a 70×70 Patch-

GAN architecture. The image discriminator evaluates the

placement of the objects as seen from above, such as aerial

photos.

3.3. Loss Formulation

We use four loss functions: pointwise loss, pixelwise

loss, point GAN loss, and image GAN loss.

Pointwise loss The pointwise loss emphasizes the point-

wise fidelity of the estimated color by the generator. We use

the L1 distance between fake color and real color defined as:

L
point
L1 = E[||Cfake −Creal||1], (1)

where Cfake and Creal represent the estimated fake color

and ground truth real color.

Pixelwise loss The pixelwise loss emphasizes the ren-

dered image fidelity of the estimated color by the generator.

The loss uses the L1 distance between fake and real defined

as:

L
image
L1 = E[||I fake − Ireal||1], (2)

where I fake and Ireal represent the rendered image from

the estimated color by generator Cfake and the ground truth

colorful rendered image from Creal.

Point GAN loss We use a point discriminator (DP(∗))
that judges fake color (Cfake) or real color (Creal). As the

loss function between fake color and real color, we use the

Wasserstein distance [2] defined as:



L
point
G = −E[DP(Cfake)], (3)

L
point
D = E[DP(Cfake)]− E[DP(Creal)]. (4)

Image GAN loss We use an image discriminator (DI(∗))
that judges fake images (I fake) or real images (Creal). As

the loss function between a fake image and a real image, we

use the Wasserstein distance [2], defined as:

L
image
G = −E[DI(I fake))], (5)

L
image
D = E[DI(I fake)]− E[DI(Ireal)]. (6)

Total loss The total loss function of the generator in-

cludes Equation 1, 2, 3, and 5, which is given by:

LG = λL
point
L1 + λL

image
L1 + L

point
G + L

image
G . (7)

Here, the λ is weight for L1 loss. Moreover, the total loss

function of the discriminator includes Equations 4 and 6,

which is given by:

LD = L
point
D + L

image
D . (8)

To preserve the Lipschitz continuity, we fix the weights of

each discriminator to a small fixed range [−0.01, 0.01] after

every gradient update on the discriminators.

4. Experimental Result

4.1. Experimental Setup

The weight in total loss (λ) in Equation 7 was set to

100 in pix2pix [23]. In the training processes, we used the

ADAM optimizer [29] with β1 = 0.99 and β2 = 0.999.

During the training process, we set the rendering image size

to 128 × 128. PyTorch [44] was used to implement the

training process and image discriminator, PyTorch Geomet-

ric [10] was used to implement PointNet++-based a genera-

tor and a point discriminator, and PyTorch3D [26] was used

to implement differentiable rendering for airborne 3D point

clouds.

4.2. Dataset

We used the pair of airborne 3D point clouds and aerial

photos of an outdoor scene called the 2018 IEEE GRSS

Data Fusion Contest (DFC2018) [16] to conduct our exper-

iments (Figure 4). DFC2018 contains a wide variety of ob-

jects, such as houses, ground, trees, roads, and an American

football field (Figure 4 (a)). DFC2018 (Figure 4 (b)) was

acquired by the National Center for Airborne Laser Map-

ping using an Optech Titan MW with an integrated cam-

era, and the density was approximately 5 points/m2. Since

DFC2018 contains aerial photos of the same area as the air-

borne 3D point cloud, aerial photos were used to add color

to each point to create the real ground truth color. PDAL [8]

was used to create the real color of each point from the aerial

photo. Additionally, the real color values of the points were

normalized to 0-1. The original DFC2018 data were sep-

arated by hundreds of meters. Due to its large size, it had

to be split into small patches to be computed by the GPU.

In this study, we split the airborne 3D point cloud with real

color into 30 m2. The target for the actual loss calcula-

tion is the central 25 m2 and the outside area was used to

provide context information for colorization. In addition,

because this airborne 3D point cloud contained noise, such

as points under the ground, we removed isolated points as

noise, and we subsampled points in each patch into 20, 000
using open3D [59]. We normalized the geometric value of

patches to [−0.5, 0.5]. To train and evaluate the model, we

divided all patch data into two datasets: the training data

used to train our model and the test data used for evalua-

tion. The test area is shown in the blue rectangle in Figure 4.

Additionally, we used fivefold cross validation during the

training process. All computations in this work were car-

ried out by using the TSUBAME3.0 supercomputer at the

Tokyo Institute of Technology.

Test

(a) Aerial Photo (b) 3D Point Cloud

Figure 4. Experimental dataset used in this paper. We used an

airborne 3D point cloud, published in the 2018 IEEE GRSS Data

Fusion Contest [16]. The test area is indicated as a blue rectangle.

4.3. Point Colorization Result

Training the model on the generator and two discrimi-

nators took approximately three days on a TSUBAME3.0

with one NVIDIA P100 GPU until 100 epochs. Here, we

showed quantitative and qualitative evaluations of the col-

orization results by the trained model.

4.3.1 Quantitative Evaluation

To measure the performance, we chose to employ pointwise

mean absolute error (MAE) in RGB space normalized to 0-

1. The MAE for the whole test data was computed by taking

the mean of the absolute error of the fake color and real

color on a point level for each color channel. The training

results for point2color showed that the MAE was 0.10 in the

test data.
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Figure 5. Visual results from the tasks of colorization example sampled from the test data. (a) Input airborne 3D point cloud colored by

height. (b) Fake color with DensePoint [4]. (c) Fake color with PCCN [35]. (d) Fake color with point2color. (e) Ground truth (real color).

(f) Rendered fake color with point2color. (g) Rendered real color. The circles indicate colorization failure cases.

Next, we compared to previous point colorization meth-

ods [4, 35] based on PointNet [46]-based cGAN. Dense-

Point [4] with vanilla PointNet showed that MAE is 0.25 in

the test data. PCCN [35] with modified PointNet showed

that MAE is 0.22 in the test data. Compared to these pre-

vious studies, point2color achieved a lower MAE. This is

because the method of previous studies on a simple 3D ob-

ject cannot handle complex objects observed by airborne

LiDAR. In particular, the largest problem is that these meth-

ods do not combine local and global features effectively

since PointNet is used as the generator for colorization in

these methods.

4.3.2 Qualitative Evaluation

Some of the typical results using the DFC2018 dataset

are shown in Figure 5. The colored points generated by

point2color (Figure 5 (d)) and its rendered images (Figure 5

(f)) contained colors that were vibrant. Generally, the col-

ored points had a tendency to nearly replicate the ground

truth color (Figure 5 (e)). Additionally, the rendered im-

ages nearly replicated the ground truth rendered image (Fig-

ure 5 (g)). As shown in the lower figure, coloring was pos-

sible even with blank input. In addition, point2color dis-

tinguished and colored the grass from the road. Overall,

point2color improved the legibility and made it easier to un-

derstand the objects.

Next, we compared the colorization results with previ-

ous point colorization methods [4, 35] with PointNet [46]

for CAD data. Comparing densePoint [4] with point2color,

point2color obtained more vivid colors. Comparing

PCCN [35] with point2color, point2color also showed more

vivid colors. Point2color using a PointNet++ [47]-based

generator and a differentiable renderer was more effective

for capturing large-scale 3D point clouds observed by air-

borne LiDAR than PointNet [46]-based methods [4, 35].

Point2color was estimated the relatively reasonable color

of the input airborne 3D point cloud in the shown samples;

however, there were some failure cases, shown as circles in

Figure 5. We saw missing colors in cars, as shown by or-

ange circles in Figure 5. This was because deep learning

methods for 3D point clouds are sensitive to the size of the

training data, so car-like small objects with a small num-

ber of points tended to be ignored. Additionally, another

drawback was that point2color tended to colorize points in

colors that are most frequently seen. For example, the bare

ground was colored grass-like green, shown as a blue circle

in Figure 5. This was most likely due to the significantly

larger number of points with bare ground than points with

grass. In the future, we need to develop new methods to en-

hance color variation and to deal with small objects while

generating more realistic colors.

4.3.3 Ablation Study

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of point2color,

we quantitatively analyzed different settings of point2color.

Basically, we used four models to exclude some parts from

the original structure.

Model 1: L
point
L1 . We dropped the rendered images L

image
L1 ,

L
point
D,G , and L

point
D,G from point2color and its corresponding

discriminators to analyze the ability of baseline pointwise

regression.

Model 2: L
point
L1 + L

image
L1 . We added the image loss

(L
image
L1 ) to Model 1 to analyze the effect of the rendered

image.

Model 3: L
point
L1 + L

point
D,G . We added the point-based GAN

loss (L
point
D,G ) to Model 1 and its corresponding point dis-

criminator to analyze the effect of the GAN mechanism.

This Model 3 replaces the PointNet-based cGAN methods



[4, 35] with PointNet++.

Model 4: L
point
L1 + L

image
D,G . We added the image-based GAN

loss (L
image
D,G ) to Model 1 and its corresponding image dis-

criminator to analyze the effect of the GAN mechanism for

the rendered image.

Figure 6 (a)-(d) shows the results from ablation settings.

First, if we used only pointwise L1 loss (Figure 6 (a)), the

system tended to colorize all points with a dark green color.

Consistent with the trend reported in pix2pix [23], L1 loss

alone estimated average color. Second, if we used point-

wise and pixelwise L1 loss (Figure 6 (b)), we were able to

find white colored ground easier than Model 1. However,

the roof points had a similar color to the trees. Third, if we

used pointwise L1 loss and point GAN loss (Figure 6 (c)),

the system tended to enhance the sharpness of the coloriza-

tion result compared to Models 1 and 2 with regression task.

Compared to the result of the cGAN with PointNet [4, 35]

(Figure 5 (b), (c)), Method 3 using PointNet++ and cGAN

resulted in more natural colors. The assumption that Point-

Net++ is effective in outdoor scenes has been shown to be

reasonable. Finally, if we used pointwise L1 loss and image

GAN loss (Figure 6 (d)), the system also tended to enhance

the sharpness of the colorization result. Compared to Model

3, Model 4 was able to recognize the shade of a tree by us-

ing contextual information outside of the target. Generally,

by adding each GAN loss function, natural colorization was

possible. As shown in Figure 6 (e), the full (point2color)

had the best performance compared with the four settings.

The quantitative analysis using MAE for the whole test

data is summarized in Table 1. First, if image L1 loss and

two discriminators were removed (Model 1), the system

tended to generate samples with the highest MAE com-

pared to the full model (point2color). Second, we also

train the system with image and point L1 losses (Model

2) using the same data as Model 1. The MAE of Model

2 was higher than Model 1. Third, point GAN loss and

the corresponding point discriminator (Model 3) promoted

the baseline model to produce lower error than regression

models alone (Models 1 and 2). Finally, image GAN loss

and the corresponding image discriminator (Model 4) pro-

duced lower error than Models 1, 2, and 3. These effects

of GAN were consistent with pix2pix [23] and GAN-based

image colorization methods [31]. In conclusion, each com-

ponent of point2color is indispensable, and the full model

(point2color) achieved the lowest MAE.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we proposed a colorization schema called

point2color for airborne 3D point clouds using a conditional

generative adversarial network (cGAN). With the GRSS

Data Fusion Contest 2018 dataset, point2color was able to

consistently produce a colored airborne 3D point cloud with

(e)

full
(point2color)

(f)

Real Color

(d)

Model 4

(a)

Model 1

(c)

Model 3

(b)

Model 2

Figure 6. Comparison of colorization examples of different abla-

tion study settings and full models (point2color). (a) Fake color

with Model 1 (L
point
L1 ). (b) Fake color with Model 2 (L

point
L1 +

L
image
L1 ). (c) Fake color with Model 3 (L

point
L1 + L

point
D,G ). (d) Fake

color with Model 4 (L
point
L1 + L

image
D,G ). (e) Fake color with full

model (point2color). (f) Real color.

Model L
point
L1 L

image
L1 L

point
D,G L

image
D,G MAE

1 X - - - 0.23

2 X X - - 0.18

3 X - X - 0.15

4 X - - X 0.12

full X X X X 0.10

Table 1. Ablation study performance of colorization result for test

data. The MAE shown in the table is the average value for the

whole test data.

a lower mean absolute error than previous methods. In ad-

dition, qualitative evaluation showed that it was possible to

estimate fake colors close to the real color. Moreover, the

colorization result by the ablation model showed all of our

proposed components.

However, point2color tends to generate color frequently

in the training data. Additionally, the PointNet++-based

generator tended to ignore small objects when colorized.

We need to solve limitations of our method.
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